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                         The academic and scholarly works by Imam Khomeini, the late founder of the Islamic Republic, has been displayed at an international exhibition. 
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                    International department of the institute for compilation and publication has set up separate stalls at the 29thTehran International Book Fair, which is being held at a vast venue located in southern part of the Iranian capital.

Several of Imam’s published books, and works in digital forms are being presented at the stalls and being widely welcomed by visitors with various specialties.

Dozens of Imam’s works have been translated into Arabic, English, Urdu and several other languages over the past few years. 

Hundreds of publishers form across Iran and several others countries are taking part in the ongoing exhibition which will run until 14th of May.

The international event is visited by millions form across Iran and other parts of the world each year.

Imam Khomeini’s works have been presented across regional and international exhibitions over the past years.

The late founder of the Islamic Republic left a much enriched divine-oriented academic legacy and works which cover fields of philosophy, mysticism, Quran and Hadith sciences, fundamental and advance principles of jurisprudence, Quranic interpretation and various disciplines of knowledge.

Imam’s works have been widely read and researched by Muslim scholars as well as followers of other divine religions.

Imam’s works continue to appeal a wide range of audience as they are considered great source of divinity, spirituality and morality.

The Islamic Revolution under the wise leadership of Imam Khomeini turned Iran into a progressive country and defended the rights of entire Muslim world and all oppressed nations.
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